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Communicate boldly and effectively like never before
with #1 New York Times bestselling author Bishop T.D.
Jakes.? In Don't Drop the Mic, Bishop Jakes speaks to
readers about communication and how the ways we
speak and interact with others can be part of our
everyday ministries. He helps readers understand: Why
the way we speak and the words we use matter How
speaking well, no matter your topic or audience,
improves your chances of getting the result you want
How to craft your message, whether it's a simple email
or a speech under the spotlights, to connect with
listeners Why good communication is important for
building connection and community How sharing God's
Word produces abundant fruit Drawing lessons from
Scripture and his own life, Jakes gives career advice for
those who have or want to grow into a speaking career,
but he also provides clear direction and insight for
everyone who gives presentations, writes emails, or talks
to other people in their job or home life. There will be
practical advice about how to craft insightful and
meaningful communications, but the heart of this book is
really about how we can communicate more clearly to
build community and share the hope of Christ in our
everyday lives. The more adept we become at using all
available resources to convey our message, the greater
our impact. From lovers to litigators, entrepreneurs to
entertainers, and bloggers to board members, we all
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want to communicate more effectively, intimately, and
efficiently. Whether you're interviewing for a new
position, proposing a new business plan, auditioning for
a performance, delivering a report for your committee,
teaching Sunday school, or sharing your heart with a
loved one, this book will help.
Take The Limits Off Your Faith! Do you ever hear people
talk about “getting more faith” or “increasing their
faith?” When we buy into this idea, we never have
enough. Though we constantly seek after greater faith, it
always feels just beyond our grasp… The Truth is, you
already possess all of the faith you will ever need—both
to please God and to release His miraculous power in
your everyday life. You simply need to know how to
activate it! You’ll learn how to: See the invisible—and
discover God’s supernatural solutions Operate key
principles of faith—and unleash God’s unlimited power
within you Activate the law of confession—and agree with
God’s Word Expect the miraculous—and watch
impossibilities turn around Get ready to take the limits off
of God and experience the power of unlimited faith
today!
God has released His healing power through many of the
most powerful ways and now is being released in this
powerful book. The purpose of this Book is to present
some important principles of healing which may help you
as you step out in faith and begin laying hands on the
sick. The information in this Book might be different than
what you have always been taught, but consider keeping
an open mind in case God wants to reveal something
new to you. Check these things against the Bible; don't
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just believe what I say or what other people have said!
Your Tongue Has the Power of Life and Death! Life is
not whatever will be, will be. It's what you say it is! Words
are the most powerful force in the universe, and you can
release this ultimate creative power in your life by your
words. In this classic book first published in 1976,
bestselling author and renowned faith teacher Charles
Capps lays a biblical foundation for the power of
words--both God's and yours. The heavens and the
earth were created as God released His power by the
spoken word. In the beginning, God said, "Light be!" and
light was. God planned for you to do the same. God's
Word spoken from your mouth and conceived in your
heart becomes a spiritual force that releases His ability in
your world. In The Tongue: A Creative Force, Charles
Capps lays out straight-forward, Scripture-based
teaching to help you... Recognize the power in your
tongue Align your words with God's Activate creative
power in you As you speak faith-filled words into your
situations, your words will position you to receive God's
best in every area of your life!
I agree that I have what God says in His Word that I
have! If you lack anything, tend to be your own worst
enemy, or fail to accomplish what you say you will do,
then this book will show you how to: Have strong faith
Live in the positive Possess what you confess There is
nothing that equals the power of your words!
In this book, Dr. Patricia Green shares her spiritual
visions of future events to precede and encompass the
final seven years of tribulation. She describes a nuclear
world war and many other catastrophic events that will
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change the landscape of America. Dr. Patricia expertly
conveys scriptural evidence to confirm the surety of
these revelations and to prepare people for the perilous
times ahead. long summary: When will the Tribulation
begin? Are you ready for The Final Seven? Dr. Patricia
Green has been shown spiritual visions of future events
to precede and encompass the final seven years of
tribulation. She describes a nuclear world war, a
clandestine meeting of world leaders, and many other
catastrophic events that will change the landscape of
America. Dr. Patricia expertly conveys scriptural
evidence to confirm the surety of these revelations and
to prepare people for the perilous times ahead. Author
Bio: Dr. Patricia Green is the founder and head of JOY
Ministries Worldwide. The mission of her nonprofit
ministry is to deliver the full gospel message to the
nations. Dr. Patricia and her husband Will minister in
remote areas of Africa, India and the Americas. Their
vision and passion is to see millions birthed into the
kingdom of Yahweh and to equip them as His warriors.
keywords: Tribulation, End Time, End Times,
Apocalypse, Final Seven, Patricia Green, Anti-Christ,
Unveiling End Time Revelations, End Time Revelations,
The Tribulation
Creating Your World Through Words "No one commits to
divorce just like that. No one becomes an alcoholic just
like that. No one kills someone just like that. They've
been setup up throughout the course of their life to act in
error by what they have said.""They started early on by
saying, 'Boy, life is the pits. This is hell. I guess that's my
cross to bear.' Some talk about the cross more than the
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resurrection. 'Well, you know, I'm carrying big burdens,'
they sigh.""If you keep talking about your burdens, this
attitude will grow and fester in you. Before you know it,
you won't like life. You'll wake up one morning and think
that the world is getting grayer every day. All the color
seems to have gone out of the world, and it doesn't look
the same anymore.""Life use to be a playground to you;
now it's a battlefield - created by your own words."
Your words create your future. The entire universe was
created by God’s spoken Word, and He has given
similar creative power to the words you speak. The Bible
is clear: your words carry power in both the natural and
spiritual worlds. By speaking what God says about you,
your faith-filled words can change the circumstances in
your life. In God’s Creative Power, renowned faith
teacher Charles Capps teaches you how to effectively
release the power that God has given you through
words. The practical, concise teaching and scripturebased confessions will help you put God’s creative
power to work in all areas of life, including… Healing
Finances Wisdom, Guidance, and More! With more than
seven million books sold in this series, this collection
includes the three bestselling mini-books: God’s
Creative Power Will Work for You, God’s Creative
Power for Healing, and God’s Creative Power for
Finances. Start declaring God‘s Word and watch as He
brings blessing and abundance to your life in exciting
new ways!
Determine Your Future by the Words You Speak Today
"Words satisfy the soul as food satisfies the stomach; the
right words on a person's lips bring satisfaction."--Proverbs
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18:30, NLT We all know that words carry enormous
power--the power to heal or to wound, to encourage or to
dishearten, to speak truth or to deceive, to praise or to
criticize. They can be the key to our success or the reason for
our downfall. So, how do we harness that power? How do we
learn to use our words to their greatest potential? The Power
of Your Words will take you on a journey of discovery into
more than just the obvious impact your words can have. Find
out how to live more freely; how to connect more
meaningfully; how to undo the damage of your words; and,
most important, how to pause, ponder and then pray before
speaking. Robert Morris wants you to know that good words
last, and they carry enormous power to help, heal, encourage
and move us to a greater level of living.
Words carry enormous power, the power to heal or to wound,
to encourage or to dishearten, to speak truth or to deceive, to
praise or to criticize. They can be the key to our success or
the reason for our downfall. So, how do we harness that
power? How do we learn to use our words to their greatest
potential? Robert Morris shows you how God can bless your
life through the words you speak.
The Creative Power of Your Words will revolutionize your life.
Possess ultimate VICTORY over sin, sickness, and lack by
putting these principles to work. Become the prophet of your
destiny!
Prayer releases the atmosphere of heaven into the earth.If
prayer can alter the course of history and reshape the world,
then why don’t believers pray more? Prophetic prayer is so
much deeper than a religious exercise; it is actually the
supernatural catalyst that enables us to experience the power
and presence of God in every area of our lives. If believers
only knew the power of prophetic prayer, they wouldn’t
struggle to bend the knee. Through biblical study and
practical questions,The Power of Prophetic Prayer will take
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readers on a spiritual discovery of the unique words,
convictions, and declarations God is longing to hear from
each one of His followers. “We are not victims! God hasn’t
called us to sit back and watch life happen. Instead, He has
called us to partner with the Holy Spirit in prophetic prayer.”
This publications awakens the believer to a myriad of spiritual
laws and principles of God which he can take advantage of
and enter deeper realms of the spirit. It is worth exploring the
divine truth that there are laws and principles that God has
put in place by which He governs the universe. These are
categorically physical laws which govern the natural realm
and spiritual laws which govern the realm of the spirit. For
example, there is a law of gravity which stipulates that if you
throw an object up in the air, it will evidently crash back onto
the earth; the law of floatation which allows ships and boats
to float on water, the law of aerodynamics that enables
aeroplanes to fly and the law of electricity which helps us
generate heat and light energy. The reality is that when we
operate in obedience to these physical laws within nature, we
reap positive results but when we violate them, the
repercussions are severe. However, as much as there are
physical laws, there are also spiritual laws which are the
highest class of laws governing and controlling the entire
universe. In the spiritual realm, God has established a court
system with laws, principles and divine protocols which
functions just like the court system of the natural realm. Just
like physical laws, when we corporate with these spiritual
laws, we reap alarming results but when we violate them, we
face the consequences. It’s a pity that most people do not
understand the operation of these divine laws and protocols,
which explains why the devil ends taking advantage of their
ignorance, thus gaining a legal foothold that grants him the
right to ensnare them into debilitating circumstances of
poverty, sickness and defeat. There are certain principles that
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one can tap into in order to walk into the deeper realities of
God’s power. Just like there are laws of gravity which
governs how to operate in the natural realm, there are also
spiritual laws that govern the spirit realm or how to operate in
the realm of the miraculous. These laws of the supernatural
complement each other and are progressions to enter into the
greater depths of God. Each of these laws has a specific
manifestation that produces something special. However, it is
unfortunate that many believers are failing to operate in the
realm of the miraculous because they do not understand
spiritual laws and principles which they could take advantage
of to generate positive results.
So many people are trapped by negativity because of the
words in their mouth. They are trapped by bitterness and unforgiveness because of the words in their mouth. They are
caught up by the cycle of failure because of the words in their
mouth. Though the pages of this book, Darlene Bishop will
take you on an exciting miraculous journey as she shares
candidly about her own life
No Matter What Happens, Attitude Is a Choice As much as
you try, sometimes you just can't change your
circumstances—and never the actions of others. But you do
have the power to choose how your attitude affects your
outlook on your day and those you influence in your life. Join
bestselling author Stan Toler as he shares the what, why, and
how behind the transformation you desire. With this book,
you'll... release the thoughts and habits that keep you from
experiencing joy on a daily basis learn the seven choices you
can make to get out of a rut and into greater success
implement a plan to improve your outlook in three vital areas
and conquer negativity After having lost his father in an
industrial accident as a boy, Toler knows about coping with
unexpected tragedies and harsh realities. He will gently guide
you through the internal processes that can positively change
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any life—including yours.
This book is revelation teaching of what the Holy Spirit
revealed to me about why the children of God have so many
problems, and trouble with the devil. This book will teach and
show you why Satan does not like you. Since you were made
in God's image and likeness, you were made Spirit. God
made man to be another speaking Spirit just like Himself. God
gave something to man that he did not give to the angels. He
gave man the ability to "call things that be not as though they
were" (Romans 4:17). The devil does not have that ability.
The thinking of some is that Satan tried to take God's place,
or overthrow God, and take over heaven. That teaching had
Lucifer trying to overthrow God in heaven so he could be
God. This book explains what really happen. It tells us that
Lucifer really did not try to take over heaven. Most importantly
it explains Why The Devil Don't Like You!

Words make you or break you. Words help you or hurt
you. Words build or tear down. You have been
programmed by your words.
Life and Power of WordsYour Words in Agreement With
God's Word Release the Power in His Word to Change
Your LifeThe Power of Your WordsHow God Can Bless
Your Life Through the Words You SpeakGospel Light
Publications
Defeat the powers of sickness by prophesying words of
healing Many Christians believe that in order to receive a
miracle, they must have a healing minister pray for them.
But what if every believer could receive healing for
themselves—or release it to others—by simply speaking
the prophetic words that God gives them? In The
Prophetic Healing Power of Your Words, Becky Dvorak
draws from her personal experience and timeless Bible
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teaching, mentoring every reader on how to prophesy
their healing by using words charged with the power of
God! As a missionary and international healing minister,
Becky has taught these principles to multitudes
worldwide and has seen breakthrough results. Using a
simple strategy, she shows you how to speak God’s
words and prophesy your own healing. You will learn
how to: Understand and operate the law of the spoken
word. Release blessings and reverse curses. Create
atmospheres of healing through faith-filled words. Open
the supernatural prophetic toolbox God has given you
Activate the prophetic gifts of the Spirit—words of
knowledge, faith declaration, and praying in the Spirit—to
flow in the miraculous. Write and speak healing
declarations that produce answered prayers. The healing
miracle that God wants to release to you may be just a
word away!
In this treasure of wisdom, comedian Wayne Soares
shows that even he can be serious at times when it
comes to sharing lessons that will make us better. This
book contains a superb collection of true life experiences
which relate to how our words and actions affect
everything we do in life, as well as others around us.
These inspiring stories are about important things in life
that we sometimes lose sight of due to our busy
schedules, like family, teamwork, character, leadership
and humility.
The spiritual exercise of making decrees finds its
precedent in both Old and New Testaments--the practice
means simply quoting God's promises back to him,
"reminding" him of what he has said. This kind of prayer
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is one of the most vital forms of intercession. In fact, the
practice of decreeing God's Word not only builds our
faith but transforms our lives. In this powerful and
enlightening book, bestselling author and entrepreneur
Patricia King helps readers grasp the power of inspired
and finely tuned prayer. King explains how to · find
specific texts of Scripture for your need · counter
problems with God's Word · speak truth into reality ·
understand the difference between confessing the Word,
proclaiming the Word, and decreeing the Word · and
more Join countless believers who love the Word of God
and honor its authority through their prayers. Accept the
challenge to pray the words of Scripture boldly--in God's
timing, for his will and purposes.
Speaking right words—God's Word—consistently, brings
the power of God onto the scene of your life to save,
heal and deliver. Kenneth and Gloria Copeland heard
and received that revelation from God early in their
Christian walk, and God is speaking the same thing to
you today. If you want to change your life, change your
words. What you say day in and day out is what will
come to pass in your life. Your words have the power to
set the course for your life. Discover how to consistently
speak God's Word and make it your way of life. Find out
what He desires for you, and put yourself in agreement
with Him. Develop the confidence that your words—His
Word in your mouth—spoken from a heart full of faith will
come to pass. Changing your words will change your
world. Start today!
Releasing Your Potential is a complete, integrated,
principle-centered approach to unleashing the awesome
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potential trapped within you. With penetrating insights
and pointed anecdotes, this book reveals a step-by-step
pathway to releasing your potential. If you have been
frustrated by your dreams, ideas, and visions, this book
will activate your buried treasure and ignite the wheels of
productivity. It will release a death blow to procrastination
and set you on a path to personal fulfillment, purpose,
and productivity.
This is not just a book just to be READ - it is a book to be
SAID! "Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and
they who indulge in it shall eat the fruit of it [for death or
life]." Proverbs 18:21 If I could hand you a key that is
guaranteed to change your life and circumstances; a
principle that places the supernatural power of God on
tap for every situation in your life and ministry, would you
want to know what it is? Sometimes people shroud the
simplicity of the gospel in a mess of religious rhetoric and
theological confusion. Thankfully the Scriptures make
plain and simple how we are to engage with God and
receive and release His transforming power consistently
in our everyday lives. In this practical Spirit-filled series
of books, pastor and Bible teacher, David Lee Martin,
unpacks the amazing truth concerning the power of the
words that you speak, and shows clearly how you can
apply this truth to change your world, and the world of
those around you. This Edition: COLOSSIANS The book
of Colossians is a book of putting off the old, and putting
on the new. The truths you are about to declare will
uproot all that hinders you in your walk with God and with
others, and firmly establish your present and true identity
in Christ. Take the words on the following pages, salt
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them with your own thanksgiving, and let God's love and
grace touch the very depths of your being. The Benefits
of Applying the Word As with several of my other books,
this one is intended to be applied. It's words and
message are impotent if they are not vigorously acted
upon. The 'His Word My Word' series of books take
eternal truth and shape it for application right here and
now! This series of books will train your tongue by
planting the Word in your heart, and harnessing your
testimony (the confession of your mouth) with the law of
liberty - the perfect Word of our Father. Just a few the
benefits you can expect as you act on what you read,
and become a doer of the work include: -It renews the
mind, building into your consciousness and expectation
new truths to live by. -It moulds your vocabulary,
harnessing your tongue to speak only those things God
(and you) desire for your life. -It conforms your thoughts
and words to His thoughts and Words. -It gives
expression to the mind of Christ in any and all situations.
-It raises our perspective from earthly to heavenly, from
below circumstances to above them. -It banishes wrong
thinking and emotions, replacing them with God's own
thoughts - our emotions will always follow our thinking,
and our thinking will follow the deposit in our heart, and
the words of our mouths. -It gives you an actionable
principle you can apply to combat any adversity you face
with confidence. -It establishes Godly boundaries in your
life. -It overcomes the devil's plans and purposes
because you are never in agreement with him, and they
cannot be established. -It develops new pictures of
ourselves, ones that are shaped by God's unchanging
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love for us. -It equips us with the necessary weapons for
the Holy Spirit to bring to our remembrance what is
needed to overcome, any time our mind, body or spirit
come under attack. -It brings every thought into captivity
and conformity to Christ, resulting in increased spiritual
authority in the spirit realm and in relationships and
ministry. -It is health to our flesh and strength to our
bones. There are many more wonderful benefits that flow
from disciplining ourselves to speak the Word only, but I
am sure that you already you agree, any investment we
need to make putting this into practice is far outweighed
by the promised returns. It is truly life changing, and a
spiritual principle that will stand the test of time and every
challenge that is thrown at it.
Today, more than ever, it is important to understand how to
take charge of our lives and world. There is the need to
understand that this world is a mans world. God created the
world and handed it over to man. The responsibility is in the
hands of man. In The Power of Words, Mr James Asante
reveals insightful thought of how people can take their place
and responsibility in life and rule their world with their words.
Mr Asante shares biblical insights, personal lessons, and
fascinating stories to illustrate how people can utilise their
words and actions to change situations and make a positive
difference in this world. This book will give you a new
perspective on the power and impact of words so you can
utilise your words effectively and not underestimate words.
Joseph Prince shares 365 dynamic devotions revealing that
you can reign over every adversity, lack, and destructive habit
limiting you from experiencing the success, wholeness, and
victory you are destined to enjoy.
Nationally known intuitive and spiritual leader Sonia
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Choquette shares the nine universal principles for creating
the reality of your dreams. Step by step, with practical advice,
specific exercises, and modern-day parables, she teaches
readers to make the changes in thought and behavior that will
lead them to the attainment of their most heartfelt desires.
256 pp. National publicity. 30,000 print.
Your Words Echo in Hearts and Minds Long After They Are
Spoken Have you listened to yourself lately? Did you know
that your words are shaping other people’s lives? That they
are the mirrors in which others see themselves? Every day
you can speak life into their souls or suck the life right out of
them. The choice is yours. In The Power of a Woman’s
Words, bestselling author Sharon Jaynes will show you how
to exchange careless words that hurt for intentional words
that help others succeed recognize words that tear down
confidence and replace them with words that build others up
overcome the negativity that pushes people away and
become a well of positivity that draws others in tame your
tongue by practicing practical principles that help you think
before you speak stop being disappointed in your lack of
control by taking hold of the power of the Holy Spirit Words
are one of the most powerful forces in the universe, and God
has entrusted them to you! How will you use this gift? Your
words can change the course of someone’s day…even
someone’s life.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
discusses the importance of words in Change Your Words,
Change Your Life: "Words are a big deal. They are containers
for power, and we have to decide what kind of power we want
our words to carry. . . . I believe that our words can increase
or decrease our level of joy. They can affect the answers to
our prayers and have a positive or negative effect on our
future. . . . One might say that our words are a movie screen
that reveals what we have been thinking and the attitudes we
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have." Building on the premises of her bestselling books,
Power Thoughts and Living Beyond Your Feelings, Joyce
examines how we use words-the vehicles that convey our
thoughts and emotions-and provides a series of guidelines for
cultivating talk that is constructive, healthy, healing, and used
for good results. Topics include: The Impact of Words How to
Tame Your Tongue How to be Happy When to talk and when
not to talk Speaking Faith and Not Fear The Corrosion of
Complaints Do you really have to give your opinion? The
importance of keeping your word The power of speaking
God's word How to have a smart mouth In "A Dictionary of
God's Word" at the end of the book, Joyce provides dozens of
scripture verses, arranged by topic, and recommends that we
read them aloud to strengthen our vocabulary of healing
words.
Pray the Prayers that God Wants to Answer! And I have put
My words in your mouth; I have covered you with the shadow
of My hand, That I may plant the heavens, Lay the
foundations of the earth, And say to Zion, ‘You are My
people.’ —Isaiah 51:16 The words we speak in prayer are like
spiritual seeds. In the same way that planting seeds in the
ground produces a harvest, you can learn to pray in a way
that plants the blessings of heaven here on Earth. Tim Sheets
shares a revelatory new message that will take your prayer
life to powerful new dimensions. Grasp the impact of your
declarations and discover the power of praying the words that
Heaven longs to hear! Get ready to: Pray with authority: learn
how your prayers and proclamations are supernatural forces
in the unseen realm Pray with confidence: bring your words
into agreement with God Pray with expectation: partner with
Heaven to transform your life, family, church and region for
the Kingdom of God. Learn how to activate God’s timeless
strategy for victory, blessing, and revival by planting the
Heavens with seeds of prayer!
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Words have power. The very words we say and think not only
describe our world but actually create it. They have a
profound impact on our lives; in fact, our self-talk produces
100 percent of our results. In this pioneering, practical book,
Yvonne Oswald teaches us how to fi lter unsupportive words
to produce outstanding results, changing our perspective,
relationships, and ability to manifest our deepest desires. The
easy-to-follow formula holistically blends the science of
language, physical well-being, and emotional cleansing. The
"Keys to Success and Happiness" reconnect you with your
original empowerment blueprint and develop your
understanding for a lifetime of success. Every Word Has
Power charms all of the senses and delivers powerful, easy
tools for change. Tips, exercises, scripts, stories, metaphors,
and science are interwoven to create a dynamic blend of
quantum self-growth that immediately jump-starts your
transformation.
TELL YOUR STORY TO EVERYONE AND RELEASE THE
POWER OF JESUS! ...For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit
of prophecy (Revelation 19:10). Telling others about the
miracles in your life makes God more real for others and
causes faith to explode in those who hear what God has done
for you.They will begin to see miracles in their own lives
because of what God did for you! You will discover how to:
Encourage His mercy in everyone around you. Leave a
legacy of God's work in your life. Live under the influence of
His mighty presence. Release the presence of God
everywhere you go. Learn how your personal God stories will
set your world on fire as you release the power of Jesus
today!
Akande explains how to best harness the spectacular power
that is contained in words. Word can be transformed into
material form and be dematerialized. Word opens and closes
any door. However, people need to know the tactics for using
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words to achieve wonderful results.
Speak the words that make hell tremble! There are timeless
words, straight from the Scripture, that - when spoken and
applied - paralyze the devil and cause accelerated
supernatural shift. These words defeat demonic powers, heal
disease, accelerate financial increase, overcome temptation,
and demolish strongholds. These are the power words… and
satan is absolutely intent on removing them from the
believer’s vocabulary. It’s time to open our mouths and
release the thunder of Heaven! Kevin Zadai, bestselling
author of Praying from the Heavenly Realms and The Agenda
of Angels, was taken behind the heavenly veil where the Lord
revealed to him certain power words that can release the
power of Heaven and bind the strategies of hell. These
powerful words include: The Blood - Repentance - New
Covenant - Kingdom Dominion - The Fear of the Lord Resurrection Power - Holy Fire - Visitation - Habitation Divine Prosperity and many more! Mystery of the Power
Words will help you… Understand the pathways for walking
out your destiny on Earth. Access the battle strategies of
Heaven that reveal God’s intent for your life. Decode the veil
of secrecy that surrounds the power words God wants you to
understand and boldly speak. Clearly discern God’s will for
you and your family. Identify and defeat the enemies of your
advancement. Establish a link between praying in tongues
and walking in Kingdom dominion. All of Heaven is waiting for
you to release these supernatural words. Wield the power of
the tongue for the sake of the Kingdom. Decree and declare
words of victory over your life today!
If you lack anything, tend to be your own worst enemy, or fail
to accomplish what you say you will do, then this book will
show you how to: Have strong faith Live in the positive
Possess what you confess If you’re struggling, the problem
may be in what you are confessing and believing. Discover
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how to gain mastery over the words coming out of your mouth
so they line up with God’s Word, and learn to hold fast to
your confession of faith even in the face of apparent
contradictions. There is nothing that equals the power of your
words!
This popular collection of prayers and faith declarations is
now available in a beautiful leather gift edition. Readers will
learn to pray according to God's Word and His Will, enabling
them to grow spiritually like never before!
During her quest to draw closer to Yahweh and Yahshua,
Patricia Green received a revelation from the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit showed her seven ways in which God's children can
soak in His love. From that revelation, Green understood that
the bride of Christ needs to prepare for her Bridegroom, as
His imminent return is coming swiftly. Those who are wise
and have set extra oil in their lamps will be ready when the
trumpet sounds and Yahshua appears in the sky. Now is the
time for the bride of Christ to soak in His love by becoming
intimate with her Bridegroom.
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